crooked letter 7
Gentlemen, It’s not inches, but minutes that matter
A sex enhancement email found its way into my “Mail” box. Spam is ruthlessly weeded
by my email program, but a few sneak past the program’s vigilant guards disguised as a
note from some friendly someone I haven’t yet met but has my best interests in mind,
whether that be investments opportunities from Africa or better sex.
Despite their cunning, you always can tell when emails want to improve your life by
offering you a chance to give their sender money. Most of the time, I click the “junk
mail” icon without looking any further, but when it is a sex email, I’ll occasionally glance
at the first few lines. I am interested in how sex is presented in popular culture.
Unfortunately, sex spam is a part of our (un)popular culture that refuses to die despite
the fact that we hate it with a passionate intensity, which I suppose is appropriate given
the subject at hand.
And now I will channel the spirit of 60 Minutes Andy Rooney as I say, “Have you ever
noticed how sex spam seems exclusively aimed at men?” I’m sure there must be a few
crafted with women in mind, but strange to say, I cannot remember even one such
email. Well this was yet another “add inches” email. This epistle promises that:
Within a few days you should notice immediate erection size increases
90% of males were interested in improving their sexual stamina, performance, and
the size of their manhood. Are you one of the 90%?
My girlfriend has been blown away by the gains I have achieved with your
Black Label Formula and the exercises. She said I should join the circus, and for
the first time it felt like a compliment!-Ben, New Zealand
Check out the only Male Enhancement formula with a free DVD
Gentlemen, it is not inches that matter. I do not care what Janet Jackson or that
Satellite columnist said. To quote from The Murphy’s Laws on Sex poster my parents
had over their bed, “It is not the length of the wand but the magic in the stick.” I’ve seen
beautiful, well-sized penises attached to men who left me wanting (to be somewhere else
with someone else). And I’ve seen admittedly ugly, though beauty is in the eye of the
beholder, small dicks attached to men who were amazing lovers.
And contrary to what my title might lead you to believe, it is doesn’t even matter how
long a man can pound away, because the basic mechanics are stacked against women.
The average man orgasms within two to five minutes of direct penile stimulation. But in
a study of over 20,000 women’s orgasms, it took an average of 20 minutes for a woman
to climax. For many women, it can take half an hour or more of sustained clitoral
stimulation. Thirty minutes of penetration is a long time. Most men are not going to
get to the finish line, at least not most of the of time.

But don’t worry. crooked corp has developed a product to solve this problem. A sex
spam about this marvelous new invention (otherwise know as sex education) will arrive
in your email box any day now.
99.99999999% of women are interested in having great orgasms. Do you want to
make her dreams a reality? The Fe/Male Enhancement Super Sex Formula
(trademark pending):
Increases your tongues flexibility.
Keeps your hands from cramping at inopportune times.
Shows you which positions for penetration leave the way clear for fingers or a
vibrator to stimulate the clitoris.
Teaches you how to use a dildo for those times when she wants penetration and the
tyranny of hydraulics rears its unmentionable head, which means you cannot lift
yours.
Demonstrates how to make the most of a soft on. And fellas, this is a fact a life you
will have to face as you get older regardless of how many Viagras you take.
If she has a sensitive neck, The Fe/Male Enhancement Super Sex Formula
tells you how to kiss and nibble and nip her until she is moaning with pleasure.
Uncovers the wonders of feet, backs, legs, arms, bellies and thighs. You’ll be
amazed when you find out what some time licking and nipping your woman’s back
will do.
Reveals how to make the most of those times when neither of you wants to orgasm
but you both still feel like getting it on.
My girlfriend has been blown away by how much pleasure I give her! Our sex life
has never been better!- Joe Schmoe, Anywhere, USA
Check out The Fe/Male Enhancement Super Sex Formula with a free DVD.
Also available are The Male Enhancement Super Sex Formula and The
Female Enhancement Super Sex Formula. Order all three at a special
discounted rate.

